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Everyone 
has a 
story.

W E  WA N T  Y O U R S .

Gotham Writers Workshop is a creative home in New York 
City and Online where writers develop their craft and come 
together in the spirit of discovery and fellowship. We’ve been 
teaching creative writing to students since 1993. 
 
We believe that everyone has a story to tell. Indeed, many 
stories. Keep your eyes and mind open and you will find them 
everywhere. And we can help you tell your stories better. 
 
Whether you’re a new writer looking to explore, or an 
experienced writer looking to strengthen your skills, our 
classes will help you reach your goals—through clear 
instruction on elements of craft, critique in a safe environment, 
and a structured process that keeps your work on track.  
 

We also teach Business Writing, with the same verve and 
expertise we bring to our creative writing courses.  
 
We strive to give each student the best possible learning 
experience. Class size is strictly limited so you never get lost 
in a crowd. And our instructors are consistently excellent—
working writers who are as skilled at teaching as they are at 
writing. 
 
We are invested in helping students find the writing class that 
is most appropriate for their particular needs. Explore our 
website, and feel free to discuss options via email or phone. 
 
Thousands of people have been enriched by the Gotham 
experience. It’s why we’ve been around for over twenty years.

The story on the cover of this brochure comes from 
 the #storieseverywhere contest. Details on the back cover. 
 
Written by Krystal Keith — @krisdkeith 
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Ways to Learn

10-Week Workshops
These classes use a combination 
of lectures, exercises, and 
workshopping (critiquing of 
student projects). In New York 
City, they meet for three hours per 
week; online, each session begins 
at the same time each week, and 
unfolds gradually all week long. 
Available in Level I, II, III.

$425 — NYC
$399 — Online

6-Week Classes
These classes let students explore 
a variety of forms and concepts in 
a low-pressure manner, through 
a combination of lectures and 
exercises. In New York City, they 
meet for three hours per week (two 
hours for Business Writing); online, 
each session begins at the same time 
each week, and unfolds gradually 
all week long. (Timing and price is 
different for Business Writing.) All 
Level I.

$315 — NYC
$299 — Online

Selling Seminars
These courses emphasize the 
business side of writing. The New 
York City versions take place 
over two three-hour sessions. The 
online versions take place over 
four weeks. All Level I.

$165

Intensives
In NYC, these are seven-hour 
crash courses, taking place all in 
one day. The online versions take 
place over three weeks. All Level I.  

$150

Registration fee for all classes: 
$25 paid once per term.

Online classes draw together  
writers from across the globe.

ONLINE CLASSES BEGIN THROUGHOUT  

DECEMBER, JANUARY, AND FEBRUARY.

In-person classes in NYC. 
NYC CLASSES BEGIN THROUGHOUT DECEMBER,  

JANUARY, AND FEBRUARY. MANY OF THEM  

BEGIN THE WEEK OF JANUARY 9. 

Courses

Essentials
Creative Writing 101 is an ideal 
starting point for writers, to test 
the waters or wash off the rust. 
The other courses here focus on 
crucial aspects of the writing 
craft, useful for all types of 
writing. 

CREATIVE WRITING 101  

CHARACTER  

DIALOGUE 

GRAMMAR: WRITE IT RIGHT!  

THE WRITER’S MIND  

THE EDITOR’S EYE

IN (VERSE): POETIC TECHNIQUES 
FOR NON-POETS

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Professional Development
These courses sharpen your skills 
in the workplace, or help you 
build a platform as a writer, or 
guide you through the tricky task 
of publishing your work. We also 
offer Corporate Classes.

BUSINESS WRITI NG  

BLOG BASICS 

BLOG WRITING 

HOW TO GET PUBLISHED 

NONFICTION BOOK PROPOSAL

HIT SEND: PUBLISHING SHORT 
NONFICTION 

Teen Classes
Pressure-free, creativity-stretching, 
not-like-school courses for writers 
ages 13-17. Useful for expanding 
your talent or gaining skills bound 
to help with essays and schoolwork. 

UNBOUND: CREATIVE WRITING

TRUE STORY: CREATIVE NONFICTION

WRITE IT RIGHT!: GRAMMAR FOR TEENS

One-on-One
It’s wonderful to learn in a group 
setting, but sometimes one-on-one 
is the right match. You may want 
a private class, or “doctoring” on a 
specific project, or a professional 
mentor to guide you, or one of our 
specialty arrangements. 

DOCTORING— BOOK/STORY/SCRIPT 

MENTORSHIPS 

PRIVATE SESSIONS AND CLASSES 

PRIVATE GRAMMAR SESSIONS

PRIVATE BUSINESS WRITING 
SESSION/CLASS

COVER LETTER COACHING 

COLLEGE ESSAY COACHING 

MFA APPLICATION ASSISTANCE 

BLOG LAUNCH

Fiction
Whether delving inside the truth 
of our everyday lives or letting us 
escape into an entertaining page-
turner, fiction takes us through the 
 “looking-glass” into a world that’s  
a curious mixture of real and  
made-up.  

FICTION/NOVEL

CHILDREN’S BOOKS 

SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY 

MYSTERY

ROMANCE

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS

READING FICTION

Nonfiction
Whether it’s an experience found 
in your kitchen or halfway around 
the world, whether it’s an idea you 
can’t forget or a conversation with 
a fascinating person, sometimes 
the most intriguing stories are 
true.

CREATIVE NONFICTION 101

MEMOIR

ESSAY & OPINION 

PERSONAL ESSAY 

ARTICLE

TRAVEL WRITING 

FOOD WRITING

Scriptwriting
We all like to be entertained, 
whether it’s watching a 
performance live on stage or 
flickering on a screen. Here’s 
where you learn to write the 
material that holds those 
audiences in thrall.

WRITING SCRIPTS 101

SCREENWRITING

TV WRITING 

PLAYWRITING 

DOCUMENTARY FILM 

SCRIPT ANALYSIS

VIDEO GAME WRITING

WEB SERIES

Comedy, Poetry & Song
Send words soaring in the 
lyricism of poetry or song.  
Or get people high on laughter 
through stand-up comedy or 
humorous prose. 

POETRY

SONGWRITING

HUMOR WRITING 

STAND-UP COMEDY
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The most challenging part of writing is often just getting 
started—daring yourself into the wide-openness of the  

blank page. We invite you to do just that. 

To help out, we present several “story starters”  
and some tantalizing blank space to write upon.

Write Now

Begin a story inspired by this photograph. 

I T ' S  A  V I S U A L

The key to writing excellent descriptions is to use the senses 
(sight, sound, smell, touch, taste). With this in mind, write a brief 
description of something around you, which could be a place, person, 
object, the weather, even food or drink. Make us experience that 
thing by using well-chosen sensory details. Hint: you’ll do this even 
better if you don’t use many adjectives or adverbs. 

All of us are capable of both greatness and stupidity. 

Write a one-paragraph true story about you doing something great. 
You might use this on your next cover letter. (Stories are a terrific  
way to set your cover letter apart from the competition.)

Also, write a one-paragraph true story about you doing something 
stupid. You can use this as fodder for any kind of creative story. 
(Stupidity, seen from a distance, can be quite amusing.)

These two stories, combined, will show what a dimensional person 
you are, which is the mark of a fascinating character. So you might  
use yourself as inspiration for a longer story, either true or fictional. 

G R E AT  A N D  S T U P I D  Y O U

S E N S O R Y  D E S C R I P T I O N

Photograph by Eugene Triguba
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Growing up, Gotham Fiction instructor Zaina 
Arafat didn’t know that she was allowed to write 
fiction. As a first generation Arab-American liv-
ing in a suburb of politically-charged D.C., she 
thought she was predestined to become an inter-
national reporter. “My parents are immigrants 
and we’re from a part of the world that’s so conten-
tious and has so many stories that I didn’t even 
think about telling stories that were imaginative,” 
she says.

After graduating high school, Zaina began an un-
dergrad program as a dual Foreign Affairs and 
Philosophy major and then went on to receive 
her master’s degree in International Media and 
Communications at Columbia. The plan: “write 
long form pieces in far flung places.” And she did. 
During this time she traveled to Jordan, Palestine, 

Beirut, and Israel (to name a few) to write pieces 
that would end up in NPR, The Washington Post, 
and the Huffington Post, among others.

At this point, the stories Zaina found herself 
typing started a sort of genre metamorphosis. 
International journalism pieces turned into  
cultural essays, cultural essays shifted towards 
personal essays. “Once I discovered that this  
was an avenue that I could pursue I got so into it,” 
she says.

Her newfound interest in writing creatively led 
Zaina to take a Memoir class at Gotham, in 2010, 
with longtime instructor Shahnaz Habib. Before 
enrolling in the Gotham class Zaina had applied 
as a Nonfiction-Writing candidate to the masters 
program at the University of Iowa, but she wasn’t 
convinced that if a spot were offered to her she 
would actually leave NYC for this new path. “I 
found out that I got in while I was in Shahnaz’s 
class,” she recalls, “and she’s what really con-
vinced me to go. She was just such a great teacher 
and so encouraging and I just loved being in class.”

While in Iowa, Zaina sat down and began to write 
fiction for the first time. “Fiction allows you to 
take every fantasy or every almost-situation and 
make it happen.” The first fiction piece she wrote 
was about an affair. “I recall it being incredibly 
fun and liberating to write it,” she says.

When asked what she likes to write more, she ad-
mits the pros and cons of fiction. “It’s less intimate 
and less scary to put out there, but writing a good 
short story can be harder than writing a good es-
say or a good reported piece. It’s the form that’s 
really hard to tackle.” She believes that anyone 
who persists with his or her writing will likely see 
some success. But Zaina’s success hasn’t come 
by chance. When she’s not writing she’s thinking 

about writing. “This sounds silly but I feel like I’m 
always trying to write.”

Today, Zaina writes both nonfiction and fiction 
pieces and teaches Fiction for Gotham. With the 
changes in genre, her love of travel hasn’t dimin-
ished. “I travel somewhere out of either neces-
sity or curiosity, and end up writing a story set 
in that place a month or even years later.” She 
is currently at work on a hybrid novel “about a 
Palestinian-American woman who struggles with 
loveaddiction and bisexuality against the back-
drop of Arab-Muslim culture.” She says that a lot 
of it is fiction and a lot of it is memoir. “I hate hav-
ing to figure out what [genre] it fits into.”

Luckily Zaina has found a niche for herself, blur-
ring the boundaries of fiction and nonfiction and 
creating a nomadic genre that is entirely her own.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Whenever you put words together, a 
tone is sounded, much like a note of 
music carries a tone.

So what exactly is tone? Tone con-
veys the writer’s attitude toward 
the audience, which often comes 
through whether you intend it or 
not. More importantly, the tone will 
make the audience feel a certain way 
upon reading the words. 

Yes, we are professionals, but that 
doesn’t mean we check our emo-
tions at the door when we walk into 
the office. When someone is rude to 
you, you get pissed off. When some-
one is condescending toward you, it 
triggers a sense of insecurity. You’re 
human. You can’t help it. 

Whenever you send a communi-
cation, you want something—be it 
motivation or a sale or a task accom-
plished. If you incite negative feel-
ings with your words, you are less 
likely to achieve your goal because 
the other party will feel a little less 

interested in working with you. 
On the other hand, if you can avoid 
making people feel bad—or, even 
better, make them feel good—then 
you increase your chance of success. 

For this reason, you always want to 
be aware of the tone your words are 
carrying. When you speak to some-
one in person or via phone/Skype, 
your voice, expressions, and physical 
demeanor convey much of your tone. 
With writing, the tone is conveyed 
solely through the words, and you 
rely upon your audience to interpret 
them correctly. Therefore, you need 
to give people enough cues and clues 
to perceive the desired tone.

Getting the tone right is not an exact 
science. It’s a bit like tuning an in-
strument. You have to listen closely, 
then use trial and error as you cal-
ibrate, until the tone of the instru-
ment sounds good to you. And it’s 
somewhat subjective, because what 
feels right to you may feel differently 
to someone else.

It takes a little time and effort, and, 
most importantly, it takes an ability 
to “hear” the tone emanating from 
your words. 

Don’t fret too much about this. It’s 
not about mastering an elusive 
writing skill as much as it’s about 
paying attention and using good 
judgment. You want to understand 
the audience and situation well 
enough to avoid making a move that 
feels off-putting or wrong-headed. 

Achieving the perfect tone is not as 
important as avoiding a tone that is 
counter-productive.  

Let’s say you are a marketing direc-
tor for Good Tidings Insurance, a 
small but stalwart company that’s 
been around for fifty years, and you 
are in charge of assembling a bro-
chure on the new Hearth and Home 
policies. You’ve gone through a few 
drafts with a new freelance designer. 
His work has been fairly good, but 
not without mistakes. His third draft 
still has some major problems, so 
you dash this off:

Much work to be done still. We had dis-
cussed using ample white space to make 
things easier on the eye, but I’m not see-
ing it. The blue does not match the blue 
in our brand guide. And the back page 
is aligned incorrectly. Please get me a 
revision soon as possible.

The points are fine, but the tone is 
abrupt. It starts with a criticism, and 
we sense dissatisfaction in every line 
that follows. Basically, you’re bark-
ing orders. The designer is bound to 
feel either discouraged or ticked off. 

What if you tried a kinder approach, 
like so:

Great work on this! It’s almost there! 
We could just run with this version, but, 
if it’s okay with you, perhaps we could 
do another round? Maybe we could use 
a little more white space on all the pag-
es to make things easier on the eye. And 
I wouldn’t mind if the blue was a little 

closer to the blue in our brand guide. 
And I may be wrong, but it looks to me 
like the back page might be aligned 
incorrectly.

Much nicer, for sure. But it’s too 
passive in tone. The designer could 
interpret your needs as mere sugges-
tions, to be followed or not. And you 
come off as wishy-washy, unsure of 
what you really want. 

How about this version:

Thanks for the good work, and we are 
getting close. But there are some things 
we should address. We could still use 
more white space, to make things eas-
ier on the eye. And please check to see 
if your blue is matching the blue in our 
brand guide. And it looks to me like the 
back page might be aligned incorrectly. 
Let me know if these notes don’t make 
sense, or you want to discuss further.

The tone is excellent. It begins on a 
positive note. The requests for im-
provement are given in a clear but 
not unpleasant manner. And it ends 
with you offering to help in any way 
you can, showing you are in this to-
gether. The designer will be happy to 
follow your suggestions, and to work 
with you again. 

Alexander Steele is the  
president of Gotham Writers.

SEE MORE FACULTY ARTICLES AND 
PROFILES ON OUR WEBSITE. 

ZAINA ARAFAT 
Faculty Profile

BY MELISSA BLUMBERG

TONE IN 
BUSINESS 
WRITING 

Faculty Insight
BY ALEXANDER STEELE

Gotham Faculty

I drove one and a half hours  
each way for this course  

and I can’t wait to do it again!
—Jamal Stroman, technical support

The perfect community to refine your  
talent, fill in the spaces, give you  

confidence, renew your imagination  
and give you the knowledge and tools  

to set you firmly on the road to become  
a successful writer.

—Beth Hegy, massage therapistI learned skills that have 
 given me a firm foundation  
to start realizing my dream  

of becoming a writer.
—Erelin Emmert, housewife 

Very motivating,  
very well-organized, 
worth every penny.

—Natalie Rowe, artist

The teacher is amazing. My 
work with her has led to several 
publishing credits and a much 

greater understanding and 
mastery of the craft.

—Randall Brown, English teacher

An exhilarating  
experience!

—Pia Cornaro, communication trainer

Student Voices
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For competition rules and online entry form,  
—  visit  —

G O T H A M W R I T E R S . C O M / P A S T Y E A R

HERE’S WHAT HAPPENS: 
The teacher gives an interesting 
writing prompt. Everyone writes 
for a while. Then, those who want 
to read aloud their work. You 
take a break and socialize over 
refreshments. Then you go through 
the process one more time. Then 
you socialize a little more. It’s  
two hours of writer’s heaven. 
You can sign up in advance                 
or just drop in. 

FRIDAY EVENINGS IN MANHATTAN 
6:30–8:30 pm

$20 per session
See our website for details.
 

Do you wish there was a place you could go for  
writing inspiration and practice? Where you could  

hang out with other writers? Without needing to make  
a long-term commitment or spend a lot of money?  

With food and drink involved? 
 

Gotham Write-Ins are that place.

W R I T E - I N S

F R E E  E V E N T S

We do free classes and other fun things around New York 
City—at bookstores, bars, Bryant Park, etc. It’s our way of 
showcasing what we do and getting to know you. See our 

website for upcoming events. 

We invite you to look back at 2016 
and write about it. 

Specifically, we want you to tell us a 
true story from your life in 2016… 
in only 16 words. (You can use a  
title, but that will count toward your 
word limit.) 

We want a personal story from your 
life, which can be hilarious, heart-
breaking, puzzling, uplifting, or just 
plain strange.  
 
Look for something intriguing, per-
haps something with emotional or  
intellectual resonance. It’s fine if you 
want to include current events  
from the year, as long as it’s mostly 
about you, or how you feel about it. 

Whoever writes the 16-word  
memoir that most captivates us will 
win a free Gotham class of his or  
her choosing.

As inspiration, here are some  
great examples: 

One-way and nonrefundable, the 
ticket prickled in my pocket,  
reminding me what I was leaving.

— Josh Sippie
 
We stayed up all night, with glue 
guns and chalk markers,  
perfecting, for her special day.

—Syeda Lee 
 
I arrived in NYC and insomnia’s rac-
ing pulse returned.  
It wasn’t the city lights, doctor. 

—Ally Sass

W I N T E R  C O N T E S T 
Past- 
Year 
Memoir
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Stories are, truly, everywhere—every 
place you look, everyone you meet, 

everything you experience.  
Every day is filled with hundreds 
of potential stories awaiting your 

imagination and craft. 

Each month we invite you to post a story on Twitter at 
#storieseverywhere. Your stories (which can be true or made up)  

will be inspired by what you see, know, or do, and they  
should relate in some way to these monthly “themes”:

At the end of each month, we will pick our favorite and reward 
that person with a free Gotham writing class. Your story must be 
no longer than 140 characters, including spaces and the hashtag 

#storieseverywhere.  The story on the cover of this brochure comes  
from this very contest. The theme was “a revolutionary act”: 

I ate the last cookie. 
 In the closet.  

Because I wanted  
to hear myself chew.

By Krystal Keith 
@krisdkeith 

 

Everyone has a story. Especially you. 

gothamwriters.com
212–974–8377 

DECEMBER

Gift gone wrong.

JANUARY

Starting over.

FEBRUARY

An old flame.
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